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Dear MAANZ members, 

Welcome to the last eMag for 2018.  Lots to look back on this year and lots to look 

forward to for next year.  Don’t forget to put the 2019 Symposium in your diaries, and 

get a sneak peek of it here in the eMag. 

 

2019 Symposium - Expressions of Interest 
MAANZ members who are interested in presenting at the 2019 symposium are invited 

to submit an Expression Of Interest (EoI)  

The theme for next year is The Transformative Nature of Mosaics . We are seeking a 

short abstract with your EoI that outlines your intended presentation and shows how 

it fits with the theme.  Presentations run for approximately 20 minutes. If selected you 

will also have the opportunity to run a taster mosaic workshop that runs for three 

hours. Please advise if you would like to run a workshop and what that workshop 

would be. We are offering workshops only to those who are presenting. Send your EOI 

and abstract by 15th December 2018 to the president at president@maanz.org 

 

Congratulations 
 MAANZ members have been busy over the last few months. Congratulations to: 

 

 Margo Anton for Going With the Floe and Heather Vollans for Solstice which jointly 

won the award for best wall hanging in the second Canadian Annual Mosaic 

Exhibition in Montreal 

 Susan Fajnkind  for her current show Mosaics Colour, Texture , Imagination at 

Without Pier gallery, Cheltenham, Victoria 

 Deborah Halpern for her spectacular sculpture The Face featured in Sculpture by 

the Sea, Bondi NSW 

 Caitlin Hughes for her joint exhibition Fire Affected with potter Robert Linigen at 

Gallery One88 in Katoomba, NSW  

 Paul Perry for his recent exhibition Flushed Out in Bundaberg, Qld 

 Donna Ritchie, from Tasmania for being selected for the inaugural Oro Mosaic 

Award 

 Robin Young for being accepted as a finalist in the Fisher’s Ghost art prize, NSW 

 

Please continue to keep us informed of your recent  achievements!   

MAANZ Exhibitions 
This is the year for branch exhibitions!  I would also like to congratulate the winners of 

the recent Qld, and SA MAANZ shows. See them in the reps report pages. 

Noula Diamantopoulos 
MAANZ President 

www.maanz.org 

 

mailto:president@maanz.org
http://Www.maanz.org
https://www.facebook.com/Mosaic-Association-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand-MAANZ-114290011965801/


Here’s a quick overview of some of the events and people we have lined up for you. 

Symposium Speakers and Workshop Presenters 
This is who we have confirmed at the moment.  Watch this space for more news.  

Starting with the February 2019 edition of the eMag, we’ll be running a series of Meet 

the Speakers interviews.  In the meantime, why not check out their websites, or their profiles 

on the MAANZ website? 

 Dr Claire Barnett, USA (Keynote Speaker)   www.seattlemosaicarts.com/ 

 Deborah Aldo, USA     www.pietreduredesign.com 

 Dugald Macinnes, Scotland   www.dugaldmacinnesart.com  

 Valerie McGarry, Canada   www.valeriemcgarrymosaics.com  

 Erin Pankratz, Canada   www.erinpankratz.com  

 

For news of workshops - watch this space. 

 

 

Exhibitions 
Caitlin Hughes,  Exhibition Co-ordinator, previews the three exhibitions planned for the 

symposium.  More detailed exhibition information to follow. 

The National Exhibition  
This is now less than twelve 

months away. While that 

sounds like a long time it is 

not that long at all when 

significant works of mosaic 

art are to be conceived and 

realised. I encourage 

interested members to begin 

thinking about their 

submissions now.  

The National exhibition is a 

juried show. Works are 

selected by a panel of jurors 

from digital photographs so 

the quality of the images is of 

utmost importance.  Selected 

works are hung in the 

exhibition and then judged 

on site for the various awards. 

In 2017 approximately 66% of 

entries were selected for 

exhibition. 
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MAANZ 2019 

Symposium 

The Transformative 

Nature of Mosaics  

University House, 

Australian National 

University 

19th - 23rd  

September 2019 

Torn, Bev Plowman 

1st prize winner, wall hanging, National Exhibition 2017 

https://www.seattlemosaicarts.com/
https://pietreduredesign.com
https://dugaldmacinnesart.com
https://dugaldmacinnesart.com/
http://valeriemcgarrymosaics.com
https://www.erinpankratz.com/


30:30 Exhibition 
The 30:30 exhibition is open to all MAANZ members and non-members. The 

exhibition is held in conjunction with the symposium every two years and is themed to 

align with the symposium which in 2019 is The Transformative Nature of Mosaics. 

It is a open exhibition which means that entries are not subject to selection by a jury, 

so this is the perfect accessible exhibition opportunity for members of all levels of 

experience. The theme provides a thread throughout the exhibition and is broad 

enough to allow artists to bring their individual style and approaches to the theme. 

Works must fit the theme as well as the size requirements of 30 x 30cm.  

The proposed venue for this exhibition is the Australian National Botanic Gardens in 

the Burunju Gallery. The gardens are a visual delight to visit and located a short walk 

from the symposium venue.  

Tesserae Exhibition 
The Tesserae exhibition is held in conjunction with the National and 30:30 exhibitions 

and is designed specifically for those under 18 years of age. It provides young mosaic 

makers the opportunity to exhibition in a professional context alongside 

accomplished mosaic artists in a gallery setting. The exhibition is not themed so our 

young artists can bring their own areas of interest to the work.  This exhibition will be 

held in the same proposed venue as the 30:30 exhibition at the Burunju Gallery in the 

Australian National Botanic Gardens.  

 

Other Events 

Brown Bag Exchange 
This has become a symposium tradition.  Symposium attendees 

bring a plain brown bag of tesserae to the symposium and hand it 

in at registration receiving a raffle ticket in return.  Later, you swap 

in the raffle ticket for another bag.  It’s a great way of getting new 

materials and also of giving a nice gift to someone. 

Small Works Auction  
The symposium will end on Sunday night 

with our regular event, the Small Works 

Auction.  This is the opportunity to buy a 

small mosaic work to take home as a 

memento of the symposium. Great works 

of art will be available for sale through our 

live silent auction with guest MC (to be 

announced).   

This is a separate event from the symposium exhibitions.  To exhibit a work, buy your 

place when you register for the symposium.  Exhibitors’ places are strictly limited and 

sold on a first in best dressed basis. 

More to Come 
This is only a taster. For more info on all the symposium events including a vendors ’ 

market, symposium dinner and more. Watch this space. 
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Keep up with 

symposium news at the 

MAANZ website here or 

the Symposium 

Facebook page here. 

https://maanz.org/symposiums/maanz-2019-symposium/
https://www.facebook.com/MAANZsymposiumcanberra/
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On the 27th August 2018, Mirka Mora, one of Melbourne’s most loved artists died. 

 I had first met Mirka in 1984, when I was a young master’s student at Melbourne 

University. I was writing a thesis on The use of Angel Imagery in the works of Arthur 

Boyd, John Perceval and Mirka Mora. I had the great fortune of being able to interview 

Perceval and Mora 

several times and 

had written 

correspondence with 

Arthur Boyd as he 

was then living in 

London. The first 

time I visited Mirka 

was in her St Kilda 

home. It was packed, 

stuffed full of art, 

books, dolls and 

amazing French 

perfume.  

You had to navigate through the house by walking sideways amongst the clutter.  I was 

a wide eyed 23-year-old. She made a huge impression on me that day which has 

continued to last over 34 years.  On that first visit, after spending a couple of hours 

together talking about her idea of angels, which she firmly believed in, she invited me to 

an afternoon party at her son Philippe’s place (film maker/director). It was wild!  

Over the years I had scant contact 

with her, but my love and 

admiration continued to grow. In 

1992 I made a series of works 

paying homage to artists I love, 

Mirka was one of them. She gave 

me permission to appropriate one 

of her embroideries.  

 

 

I made a clay sculpture which is now in the collection of ACDC ’s Bon Scott.  In 2000 

when I turned 40, my brother-in-law bought me her latest book titled Wicked but 

Virtuous. He left it at the bookshop for her to sign, when he returned to collect it, not only was 

there a beautiful inscription but a hand drawn Angel. As you can imagine it is a much-

valued possession.  In 2006 I was Artist in Residence at Melbourne Girls ’ Grammar 

School, Merton Hall, where her grandaughter attended. Mirka kindly unveiled the 

works. Renowned for her outrageous antics, this event was no exception. After the 

Anglican minister said some prayers over the works, Mirka claimed “she had always 

wanted to undress a priest in public” and proceeded to take his vestments off and wear 

them to officially unveil the works. It was hilarious, awkward and naughty. Mirka Mora 

loved to thumb her nose at the establishment.  

Pamela Irving is a 

Melbourne based artist 

working across the 

mediums of mosaic, 

paint and bronze. She 

teaches yearly at the 

Chicago Mosaic School, 

USA.  Her works are 

shown and collected 

widely throughout 

Australia and overseas. 

Mirka Mora in her studio 

Bird with Brood, 1960  
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Mirka and her late husband Georges 

Mora arrived in Australia in 1951 

from a war-torn Europe and were 

part of a wave of Jewish migration in 

Melbourne. The Moras played a key 

role in reviving the artistic scene in 

the quiet Melbourne of the 50s. The 

newly reformed Melbourne 

Contemporary Art Society (which 

included artists Arthur Boyd, Joy Hester, 

Albert Tucker, Sidney Nolan, Charles Blackman, John Perceval and art patrons John and 

Sunday Reed) convened its first meeting in 1953 in Georges and Mirka’s home/studio 

at 9 Collins Street. The studio quickly became a meeting place for artists, with many 

lively discussions going through the night.  

Mirka painted, made 

drawings, embroideries, 

mosaics, fabric dolls and was 

a great cook. She worked 

hard as an artist. Her legacy 

can be seen all over 

Melbourne. They include the 

murals at Tolarnos 

Restaurant  in Fitzroy Street 

St Kilda.  

 

The mosaic at Flinders Street Station, though not an amazing mosaic if assessed in 

technical terms, is typical, thematically, of her playful works. Mirka’s Tram painted in the 

1980s, her mural at the St Kilda Library, and the painting at Readings Bookshop in 

Acland Street are all palpable reminders of a significant female artist. 

William Mora her son and art dealer states “Her 

colourful, sensuous iconography has emerged 

from the breadth of her interests and reading, 

her love of classical mythology, her desire to 

reclaim and make sense of childhood and 

familial relations, and her recognition of the 

power of sexual desire.” Mirka is survived by 

William and his brothers; filmmaker Philippe 

and actor Tiriel and grandchildren. A major 

exhibition celebrating Mirka’s output is 

currently on show at Heide Gallery. Mirka will be missed by many, for me she was a 

huge part of my formative years as an artist. She had an immeasurable impact on my 

life for which I will be eternally grateful. Vale Mirka. 

Pamela Irving 
https://pamelairving.com.au 

Mirka Mora in a dress by the Melbourne label, Gorman 

based on one of her paintings 

Mosaic at Flinders Street Station  

https://pamelairving.com.au/
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My encounter with pebble mosaic art was purely coincidental and unexpected. Having 

played tennis all of my life on a professional level I was under the impression that it was 

my true and everlasting love. Upon discovery of pebble mosaics I have embarked on 

the most exhilarating journey of my lifetime. This has taken place in my adopted 

country of New Zealand which I adore. Instantly I was uplifted and empowered by this 

medium of expression and the use of the most natural materials in existence enabling 

me to discover how to be a creator of beautiful things and not just a sheer observer 

any longer. 

I felt privileged that I could establish a new direction in pebble mosaic art by 

incorporating the most fascinating New Zealand  and Maori motifs into my designs. This 

special interaction led me to believe that my true purpose is to promote and pay 

tribute to beauty of New Zealand through my art. 

I am very fortunate to have been involved in many private and public commissions 

throughout New Zealand having enjoyed the opportunity to create a series of mosaics 

at Bastion Point in Auckland which is arguably the most important historical site. I put a 

special emphasis on improving the quality and beauty of my works through every 

consecutive project. I search for ways to make every mosaic of mine so special in my 

own eyes. 

Predominant  motifs in my creations are the flora and fauna of New Zealand especially 

its intriguing and most  beautiful birds. Sometimes I ponder the intricacies of the 

universe and explore why my encounter with this art happened specifically in New 

Zealand which accidentally offers the best range of pebbles in the world. 

I had always rejected the idea that one of my works stands above the rest. This has 

changed drastically. Studies have been done on factors that motivate all artists in 

general. It has been established that one of these three most powerful motivators 

inspire all artists; namely love, death and beauty. I never envisaged that all of those 

three elements would change the course of my art. 

After the passing away of my better half 

in 2017 I was rendered non-functional 

for months and I did lose every 

inclination to continue with my art. I 

thought I would never touch a pebble 

again. Than all of a  sudden I felt an urge 

to create the Huia, the most sacred and 

extinct bird of New  Zealand.  

John Botica is a 

pebble mosaic artist 

and designer 

practising this 

medium of expression 

since 2004.He is 

based in Auckland, 

New Zealand. 

Huia  - detail 
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All of my love, emotions and 

feelings towards my late wife 

were injected into this work 

which I consider the best 

ever. Numerous tears have 

flown over the stones as I 

have been creating this bird 

and upon finishing it I was in 

utter ecstasy. Two videos have 

been created in  New Zealand 

on how I was able to 

overcome my tragic loss and 

return to my art. 

 

 

Then came the 

Monarch Butterfly, this 

black and orange 

wanderer depicting 

such a fine line 

between life and 

death. Those two 

works were truly so 

special to me. 

There is ample 

evidence in psychology 

today that one of the 

greatest post-

traumatic growths is 

when a person finds a 

new meaning in life 

entrenched in a belief 

that ones own 

existence has significance.  

I truly  believe that I can touch human hearts through my art and this has empowered 

me  to see every reason for ongoing evolution and continuation of my art. 

Now I can sense that my art is becoming more powerful than ever through the 

eruption  of my innermost feelings. 

 

 

John Botica 
www.powerofpebbles.com  

 

To see videos on 

John Botica’s work 

see here 

And here 

Monarch Butterfly 

1.6 m diameter 

Huia 

1.6 m diameter 

http://www.powerofpebbles.com
https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/homed/decor/97261893/meet-the-maker:-pebble-mosaic-artist-john-botica-finds-inspiration-after-tragedy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x57HeRd1wH4
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Even as midcentury architects were turning away from the use of ornament, there was 

nonetheless a surge in the use of mosaic as architectural decoration. Here, we look at 

three intrepid artists whose refusal to comply with the oppressive cultural expectations 

of women, propelled them on to create extraordinary contributions in the field of 

mosaic.  

Hildreth Meière 

(1892-1961)  
Meière is considered one of 

the pre-eminent 

architectural muralists in the 

history of American art. 

Among her over 100 

significant works, her 

multiple mosaics for 

Cathedral Basilica of St. Louis 

stand out. Her work in the 

main sanctuary of the 

Cathedral Basilica of Saint 

Louis includes nine 

commissions in Byzantine-

style glass mosaic designed 

between 1945 and 1961. In 

1957 she began the design 

for a massive dome above 

the sanctuary depicting the 

Twelve Apostles, each 12 feet (3.6 metres) tall. This awe-inspiring mosaic is modelled 

after the Arian Baptistery in Ravenna.  

She made full-scale drawings, arranging the apostles between windows she designed 

herself, to infuse the dome with a soft light. She travelled several times to what was then 

West Berlin, to manage the fabricators of Puhl and Wagner Company. By 1958, the 

mosaic sections had shipped to St Louis for installation by the Ravenna Mosaic 

Company, their sister company in America.   

Meière worked with Vincent 

Foscato, a Spilimbergo trained 

mosaicist, whose family emigrated 

to America in the 1920s. He was a 

member of the mosaic setters 

union in New York City. Here they 

review completed sections for the 

Traveler’s Insurance Company a 

series of lobby mosaics, made in 

marble,  

 

Lillian Sizemore is a 

respected American 

author, artist and re-

searcher whose pub-

lished work uncovers 

modern mosaic’s his-

toric legacy.  

Sizemore is a fre-

quently invited artist 

and speaker for inter-

national cultural mo-

saic exchanges.  
Hildreth Meière’s North dome with the Twelve Apostles.  

Photo: © Hldreth Meière Dunn, Courtesy International Hildreth Meière 

Association 

For more infor-

mation, the Hildreth 

Meière estate man-

ages an excellent 

website.  

www.hildrethmeiere.

org   

The Art Deco Murals of 

Hildreth Meière is a 

beautiful coffee table 

book. Catherine 

Coleman Brawer and 

Kathleen Murphy 

Skolnik. New York: 

Andrea Monfried Edi-

tions, 2014).  
Meière and Foscato reviewing completed sections for the Traveler’s Insurance Company  
Photo: Courtesy International Hildreth Meière Association 

https://www.hildrethmeiere.org
https://www.hildrethmeiere.org
https://www.hildrethmeiere.org
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Jeanne Reynal (1903-1983) 
Reynal had an important rôle in the 

Abstract Expressionist movement. She 

attributes her encounters with the process 

of Navajo sand paintings as her first 

inspiration to liberate mosaic from its tight 

preordained cartoons into more modern 

relationships. Classically trained, she 

learned marble pavement techniques with 

Russian artist Boris Anrep in London and 

Paris from 1927-38. She became an avid 

art collector and was well known in the 

post-war New York art scene. Reynal’s 

action-style technique employed 

trowelling coloured cements, then 

sprinkling and pressing tesserae, mica, 

and crushed glass directly into the 

surfaces. With a feeling for directness and 

spontaneity, she sought to recover the 

scintillating qualities of ancient mosaic.  

 

 

Her luminous 56 panel 

abstract expressionist 

mosaic wall made for the 

main chapel installation for 

Our Lady of Florida, in Palm 

Beach, Florida, USA, creates 

visual excitement as the light 

dances across the surface, 

cast from the adjacent 

stained glass windows.  

 

 

She said, “A wall clothed in mosaic becomes a presence”. Along with architectural 

commissions she created masterful free-standing modern works, to give mosaic its 

own voice.   

 

Jeanne Reynal in front of her mosaic wall at Our 
Lady of Florida in Palm Beach, circa 1960.  

Photo: Maryette Charlton 

A vintage postcard showing the main chapel with Reynal’s effer-
vescent mosaic wall 
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Marjorie Kreilick-McNab (1925 -)  

Between 1943-1952, Kreilick earned three fine art 

degrees, including a master’s degree in sculpture from 

the prestigious Cranbrook Academy, known as the ‘cradle 

of American Modernism’. Growing up on the banks of 

Lake Erie, she had a deep affinity for the wild and 

unspoiled land, and often used sand-washed pebbles in 

her works. In 1956 while teaching at University of 

Wisconsin, she took a year-long apprenticeship to “chop 

marble in an ice cold garage” in Rome.  

Between 1961-63, Kreilick 

was awarded a two-year 

fellowship with Academy of 

Rome, during which time 

she designed and 

fabricated a suite of ten 

marble mosaic murals for 

the Milwaukee State Office 

Building. 

 

 

 

 

Kreilick worked in the Monticelli 

Studio, shipping sections up the 

St. Lawrence Seaway to 

Milwaukee. The murals depict 

Wisconsin's ecological landscapes, 

along with the pulsating lobby 

mural. Each boldly expressive 

mural is a celebration of 

modernist form executed with 

classical technique.  

 

Over 65 types of marble along with gold smalti were used to bring nature to every 

floor and ‘warm up’ the architecture. The works look as good today as the day they 

were installed.  

Lillian Sizemore 

Website: LillianSizemore.com 

Blog: sfmosaic.wordpress.com 

Read more about 

Kreilick’s impressive work 

in Lillian’s essay No 

Dames in the current 

issue of BAMM’s (British 

Association of Modern 

Mosaicists) 

Andamento Journal, Vol-

ume 12 

http://

www.bamm.org.uk/

Marjorie Kreilick working with Carlo Meloni to check one of the 

State Office Building murals set in the reverse technique, in the 

Monticelli Studio, Rome, 1961.  

Photo: courtesy Marjorie Kreilick 

Lillian Sizemore with  

Marjorie Kreilick 

Kreilick standing by Forward, 

completed in 1963, greets 

visitors to the main lobby of 

the Wisconsin State Office 

Building. The work is titled 

after the State’s Motto.  

12 ft  x 15ft (3.65 x 4.5m). 

Marble and gold smalti.   

Photo: © Lillian Sizemore 

http://www.LillianSizemore.com
http://sfmosaic.wordpress.com
http://www.bamm.org.uk/shop/node/42
http://www.bamm.org.uk/shop/node/42
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The seventeen days that I spent in the beautiful town of Ploaghe, Sardinia are still very 

fresh in my mind. Some months later I can still clearly hear the bells of Chiesa Cristo Re 

where a group of us were accommodated which tolled loudly on the hour and half hour 

each day. I remember our morning and evening walks to and from the Commune where 

we worked as well as the local cafes where we would enjoy our coffee to kick start our 

day or sip chilled Aperol Spritz in the evening to wind down. 

This was the third mosaic symposium 

in Ploaghe directed by Maestro Giulio 

Menossi and coordinated by key mem-

bers of the Sardinia Association of 

Contemporary Mosaic & Art Ploaghe. 

In particular Antonia Masala, Fabiano 

Salvador and Antioco Usai.  

We began our symposium experience 

by viewing the exhibition of works 

completed at the previous two sympo-

siums which are on permanent display 

in San Pietro, a church in the centre of 

town. This was an inspiring start as the 

exhibition included not only the works of 

the participants of the previous two years but also a collection of works of other es-

teemed artists such as Felice Nittolo, Paolo Racagni and more.  

Each year the symposium is themed. Our theme was Textures, Warps, Paths - Fragments 

of Colours from the Earth. Each artist interpreted the theme in a slightly different way. The 

goal was to create a large-scale mosaic on this theme, on site, with the materials availa-

ble over a period of ten days.  While ten days does not seem like a long time to design, 

build and resolve a mosaic between 70 – 90 cm squared, we all discovered that iit could 

be accomplished with very long hours and minimal distractions from our everyday lives.  

We all experienced complete im-

mersion in our work in the Com-

mune under the hot Sardinian sun 

accompanied by a constant stream 

of visiting locals, frequent festival 

celebrations, regular culinary treats 

and the foot warming company of 

our resident dog Poldo.  

At the opening event, all partici-

pants were presented with a mys-

tery box containing fragments of 

local materials such as upholstery 

fabric, cork, ceramics and rock. It 

was a requirement that these ele-

ments be integrated into the mosa-

ic. Each artist did this in different 

ways.  

Caitlin Hughes is a 

Blue Mountains based 

artist and director of 

Hughes Studio and is 

the current MAANZ 

education officer. Here 

she shares her 

experience of 3rd 

International 

Symposium of 

Contemporary Mosaic: 

Ploaghe, Sardinia, 

Italy 30th September – 

15th August 2018  

Guilio Menossi 

Our workspace 
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The first days of work were spent 

building substrates from our previous-

ly prepared designs. Participants used 

a combination of wood, fibreglass, 

foam and adhesive to create their 

forms. Maestro Menossi encouraged 

all participants to work in relief and 

pushed us all towards extending our 

substrates to be more dynamic and 

sculptural. All materials were supplied 

and a feast of vivid colour awaited us 

with piles of tesserae and smalti pizza.  

 

 

Whilst having such abundant materials available sounds like it would make the work 

process easy,  in fact it was in some ways a challenge. The typical studio kit or normal 

palette range may not have been available and there was a temptation to go in all sorts 

of crazy colour directions. On occasions, we were all in search of the same colour and 

needed to think differently about our materials. 

Maestro Menossi worked alongside 

us and set the pace with incredible 

endurance and dedication to hard 

work. Menossi spent time with each 

participant each day. He gave advice 

here and there (only in Italian or 

French) and encouraged all of us to 

stretch a little outside our comfort 

zones. For me it was aiming to be-

come more free in my andamento as 

well as to create more dynamism in 

relief sculpture. Every time I thought I 

had completed my form Menossi sug-

gested I add more complexity.  

After initial trepidation and 

exclamations of “Oh my 

goodness! How am I ever 

going to finish this!” I com-

mitted to the changes and 

ploughed forward. Eleven-

hour work days were the 

norm fuelled by expresso 

coffee, the odd beer and 

frequent sips of prosecco.  

Who we were 

Caitlin Hughes  

Australia 

 

Gila Rayberg  

USA 

 

Julie Edmunds  

UK 

 

Kimberly Emerson USA 

 

Kina Bogdanova  

Bulgaria 

 

Mireille Swinnen  

Belgium 

 

Mieke Cuesters  

Belgium 

 

Neriman Guzel  

Turkey 

 

Stefania Giacomuzzi 

Venezuela 

 

An abundance of materials 

Kim Emerson with her work Primordial Elements  

The participants channelling 

Gila’s mosaic 

L-R. Kimberly, Mieke, Ne-

riman. Cailtin, Stefania, Kina, 

Julie, Mireille, Gila 
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After work we would just have time for a quick 

shower to wash off the adhesive before head-

ing out for the evening to enjoy the culinary 

delights of the area rarely returning to our 

lodgings before 1am. Food was an integral 

part of our experience with lunches home 

cooked daily by Antonia Masala at her nearby 

locanda (inn) and delivered to us fresh to en-

joy. Each evening we dined at local restaurants 

or regional homes and could enjoy local deli-

cacies, cooking classes and the wonderful 

taste of Sardinian wine. Towards the end of 

our symposium when our hard work was done 

our time was spent on enjoying the local area 

with visits to Sassari, Castelsardo, Alghero and 

the spectacular beaches. 

The end of the symposium 

coincided with The Ascension 

of Mary festival in Ploaghe and 

our last week was peppered 

with celebratory events. The 

exhibition of our work was 

part of this celebration and 

attended by huge numbers 

with overwhelmingly positive 

feedback.  

 

 

I feel incredibly thankful to have been invited to 

participate in this wonderful event and I extend 

my sincere thanks to Maestro Menossi and the 

association for their incredible dedication to the 

advancement of contemporary mosaics. I also 

feel extremely grateful to have worked alongside 

the other participants who connected in a very 

special and lasting way.   

 

 

 

Caitlin Hughes 
www.caitlinhughesmosaics.com.au 

 

Take a video walk with 

Caitlin around the 

opening night and see 

the works.  Click Here 

Mireille Swinnen with her work  

Go See for Yourself 

Mieke Ceusters with her work, A Walk Through Sardinia 

Neriman Guzel with her work,  
Magical Colours of Sardinia 

http://www.caitlinhughesmosaics.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/caitlinhughesmosaics/videos/333587573851225/
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I feel quite privileged to do a review on Luciana Notturni’s Modern Mosaic Handbook. 

Having been to Ravenna a few times, you can’t walk past her studio without 

acknowledging that she is one of the most well-known artists and teachers in Italy. 

The book has been written with a detail to explaining contemporary mosaic art, 

emphasising the challenge of defining art and handicraft. 

Art Nouveau is explained by Bruno Bandini in the introduction and it spiked my interest 

to think more about the mosaic language he describes. 

The next chapters explain mosaic materials, such as stone and vitreous materials and it 

is one of the rare books, where I came across a really detailed explanation on the 

production of smalti. 

Examples of mosaics are used to describe the 

mosaic techniques, from suggesting types of 

glues, tools, grouts and substrates and the 

method of making mosaics, using the Ravenna 

method. It becomes clear during reading, that the 

author has a wealth of knowledge and experience 

in all different techniques, such as direct and 

indirect methods. 

I certainly gained a deeper understanding of the 

flow of mosaics, the andamento and some of the 

rules being used in creating mosaics, such as 

colours and the importance of the spaces in 

between. 

 

 

The colour theory is quite technical, and I had to read it 

twice to gain a better understanding, but once I made the 

effort, I learnt a lot from it. 

A glimpse into the Vatican studio gave me some insight 

into the mosaic world in Rome which I have not come 

across before. 

This book would be of interest to experienced artists, 

working with stone and smalti, who have an interest in 

combining contemporary art with using traditional 

methods and tools. 

To fully appreciate this book, I am planning to read it a 

third time! 

 

 

Beate Linckelmann 
https://mosaicbazaar.com.au 

Beate Linckelmann is 

a South Australian 

mosaic artist who 

discovered her love for 

smalti four years ago. 

She has been to 

Venice and Ravenna 

to undertake courses, 

which has given her 

an appreciation for 

the traditional mosaic 

techniques and tools. 

The Modern Mosaic 

Handbook 

Luciana Notturni  

Publisher: Danilo 

Montanari Editore (1 

January 2017) 

Language: English 

ISBN-13: 978-

8885449053 Detail from a work 

https://mosaicbazaar.com.au
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“By the people of Hong Kong for the people of Hong Kong” is the motto Andrew Mead, 

chief architect of the Mass Transit Railway (MTR) in Hong Kong coined in an interview I 

conducted with him and Cheng Kwok Wai, Senior Project Architect (ARBUK) in July. The 

MTR advertises: “Caring for life’s journey – a transport system that moves over 5,5 

million people every day!” In their sustainability report they talk about over 5 million 

stories. This reflects in the art in the stations.  

Andrew expresses with pride that his team is continuing a great legacy started by first 

chief architect, the late Roland Paoletti, who started the public art project by 

introducing art as part of the building of the Airport Express Line 20 years ago. Today, 

every station has a different colour specific to the area and there are 73 works by 

artists from all over the world, many temporarily based in Hong Kong, and many 

communities in Hong Kong feature in the metro.  

The art is connected to the area, the history 

of the people, their trades and icons. It 

makes taking the MTR interesting and fun 

and lightens up the daily commute.  There is 

art in lifts and along the corridors.  It is 

sometimes directional, at entrances or in 

front of the stations. In many cases subtle 

hints in the form of arrows or directional art 

assist the flow of the people. For example 

the fish at the Ocean Park station.  

Three stations in particular have caught my attention while taking the MTR. 

Admiralty Station 
Designed by HKG based team 

plusClover the large two storey 

mosaic, Playcode  at Admiralty station 

uses QR codes; today’s 

communication code and Morse code 

to link in with the historical aspect of 

this station area. The QR code work 

links to the MTR website. Lee Clover, 

who leads plusClover says: “With 

people spending so much time on 

their phone, the work’s five QR codes 

were a good way to get them to 

engage through their devices, so it 

was a great way to ask people to look 

up.”  

Kristin Wohlers lives in 

Angaston and works in 

her studio ‘Barossa 

Mosaic’ in the Barossa 

Valley. Her travels, due 

to family reasons, take 

her to often interesting 

mosaic destinations. 

Here she explores 

mosaics in Hong Kong.  
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Shau Kei Wan 
Orange Flower by Emily 

Cheng is beautiful and totally 

calming, actually achieving 

what the artist intended. It is 

positioned at Shau Kei Wan. 

Originally a painting and 

then translated into a 

beautiful mosaic, the colours 

blend from rich to subtle and  

the mosaic  is in a very focal 

point position! 

 

South Horizons Station  
Andrew Mead says that the MTR 

is not a gallery but art to be used 

by the people. Some of the art 

works take a long time from idea 

to installation, especially the 

community art works. One of 

those is at South Horizons Station 

by Karen Pow Cheuk-mei (Hong 

Kong).  

 

The 40m long mosaic by the 

artist and 120 students from six 

schools used mosaic techniques 

to create iconic images from the 

Southern District, including the 

Jumbo seafood restaurant, 

fishing boats and sampans. The 

two architects stress that it is 

very important to involve the 

community and honour every 

contribution. At one of the older stations, which is currently getting renovated, a 

community artist asked older citizens to bring in objects with special memories 

attached. Far more than expected turned up, but every piece has a space in the new 

art work in this station. It was opened in September for the 20th anniversary of the 

public art project of the MTR.  

If you are in Hong Kong, go on the MTR website and check out the public art. The 

website is very helpful. An app is in the planning and two books are available for 

purchase at Central. I certainly was very surprised! 

Kristin Wohlers 
www.barossamosaic.com 

To see more about art 

in the MTR in Hong 

Kong see here.  

Playcode  

Orange Flower 

Soaring Horizon 

Kristin in front of Orange Flower 

http://www.barossamosaic.com
http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/community/art_architecture.html
http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/community/art_archi_playcode.html
http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/community/art_archi_orange.html
http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/community/art_soaring_horizon.html
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My first attempt to visit the newly-installed Hounds of Hackney Downs  mosaic was 

thwarted by the weather gods. After a week of unseasonably balmy warmth and 

sunshine, the day I chose to take a 1 ½-hour train trip to Hackney from South London 

dawned cold and drizzling. By the time I got off the train and started walking, it was 

pouring down. After trudging around the streets in increasingly wet boots and an 

umbrella that didn’t quite do the job, I admitted defeat. Warm food and a beer were 

calling my name, so I heeded the call.  When I returned three weeks later the gods had 

decided to smile again. A crisp, clear Autumn day full of promise and soft light that 

would be perfect for looking at outdoor art work.  

Hackney Downs Park was originally a common and from the 1860’s it has been 

reserved as public land for recreational use. Spanning approximately 40 acres, today it 

contains sports and playgrounds, trees and open spaces, and is a popular spot for 

people to walk their dogs. A very appropriate place then, for a mosaic starring dogs. 

The Hounds of 

Hackney Downs 

mosaic is part of 

the larger 

Hackney Mosaic 

Project, initiated 

and facilitated by 

mosaic artist, 

Tessa Hunkin.  

 

 

Started in 2012, the project is ongoing and aims to engage people with mental health 

and addiction issues while at the same time enabling beautification of previously 

neglected public areas. The  Hounds  is the most recent addition to the park and was 

officially opened in September 2018.  

Despite the 

size of the park 

the mosaic 

panels were 

not hard to 

find; a short 

walk from the 

corner 

entrance on 

Downs Park 

Road.  

 

 

Covering two sides of a painted brick wall are panels featuring 29 local dogs, with 

smaller motifs of local plants and insects.  

Luna is the current 

vice-president of 

MAANZ. She is a mixed 

media artist living and 

working in Melbourne. 

Aside from art and 

mosaics, she loves 

wine, cats, long walks, 

trees and good books. 

One side of the mosaic wall 

The other side of the wall 
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At the far right end of the second panel, in mosaic, are the names of the people 

involved in the project and a delightful short poem written by Ken Edwards, one of the 

participants. It reads: 

“The Hackney Mosaic Project offers you 

These magnificent dogs immortalised 

There’s Harry, Sugar and Freddie too 

With plenty of others to be viewed 

Like Biff and Beau with Cutie Boo 

Who posed eagerly! Look at Peggy Sue.” 
    

A short walk from 

the mosaics is the 

children’s play area, 

which features the 

original mosaic that 

began the project. 

Covering the walls 

and columns of a 

large open pavilion, 

this mosaic is much 

bigger and took two 

years to complete. It is made in a style reminiscent of the traditional Roman technique 

but using modern glass and ceramic materials. Again, the subject matter is fauna and 

flora, this time wild animals, insects and some exotic plants, including two stunning 

palms on the columns either side of the shelter. 

I discovered that the mosaics don’t end there. Walking back 

out of the gate from the playground I noticed small 

individual pieces attached to the low walls of the nearby 

paved seating area. Repeated motifs made by different 

people cover most of the space, although you do have to 

get down low to see them properly. Not great if you have 

bad knees! 

 

Whether you are a lover of mosaics, dogs or 

animals in general, there’s plenty to see here 

and the trip is well worth the effort. The park 

itself is lovely; a little oasis of calm away from 

London’s hustle and bustle, plus there’s plenty 

to see in Hackney, which has a bit of a funky, 

boho vibe. Oh, and there’s no shortage of pubs 

for a well-deserved pick-me-up after all your 

walking around.  

Luna Cameron Parrish 
http://amethystmoon.com.au 

Getting There 

You can get to 

Hackney from 

anywhere in London 

via underground and 

overground trains or 

the bus. 

From Hackney Downs 

train station (stop D) 

it’s a 4-minute walk via 

Andre Street 

From Dalston Junction 

train station (stop H)

take the number 56 

bus to Pembury Road 

Downs Park Road or 

walk 15 minutes via 

Cecilia Road and 

Downs Park Road. 

See and read more 

about the project here 

The mosaic that started it all 

Dog mosaic - detail 

Dog mosaic - detail 

http://amethystmoon.com.au/
http://www.hackney-mosaic.co.uk/
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Caitlin Hughes concludes our articles on the Indirect method with a look at the traditional 

method using brown paper and adhesive. 

The indirect method is appropriate to use when you require a flat surface on your 

mosaic. It is commonly used for functional mosaic applications such as floors, table 

tops, paving stones. The process below is for a smaller mosaic of manageable scale.  

Method 

1. Transfer the Design 

 Obtain accurate measurements of your intended final substrate.  

 Prepare your design to the correct measurements. 

 Go over your design with a permanent marker to ensure it is clearly visible when 

reversing. 

 Reverse your design. You can use a 

lightbox. Alternatively, trace your 

design onto tracing paper then turn 

the tracing paper upside down so 

your design is reversed.   

 Use carbon paper and a HB pencil to 

transfer the back to front design to 

your working paper.  

 Tape your working paper to your 

working board ensuring that the tape 

does not overlap your design area.  

The tesserae will temporarily be 

adhered to the working paper before 

being adhered to the final substrate. I 

use 100gsm paper.  

 Ensure your paper is not too thin or it 

will tear and buckle. Conversely if your 

paper is too thick it becomes very hard 

to soak through it to remove the 

paper after adhesion. You can also 

use brown craft paper. 

 Ensure that the working paper is flat 

as any significant ripples or creases 

will hinder your process and the final 

flat quality of your mosaic.  

 

Caitlin Hughes is a 

Blue Mountains based 

artist and director of 

Hughes Studio and is 

the current MAANZ 

education officer. She 

hopes to share her 

love of mosaic and 

visual arts through 

education helping 

others to further their 

understanding 

 

You will need 
A working board bigger 

than your mosaic  

Masking tape and scissors 

Working paper to adhere 

your tesserae onto.  

A clear design 

Lightbox, or tracing paper 

and carbon paper  

A permanent marker and 

HB pencil 

Water-based gum 

adhesive OR Pasta Amido - 

see recipe at end of article 

Tesserae that are the 

same thickness and colour 

all the way through such as 

vitreous glass, smalti or 

unglazed ceramic 

Craft knife, ruler and 

cutting board 

Grout and grouting 

equipment 

Substrate, cement based 

adhesive, cement trowel, 

mixing equipment, float 

Sponge and water  

Above - Design right way up 

Below - inverted design on tracing paper placed 

on carbon paper with 100gsm paper underneath 

 

Inverted design on 100 gsm paper,  

ready to mosaic 
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2.  Begin your Mosaic 

 Adhere your tesserae to the paper 

using the water-based gum adhesive 

or pasta amido. Remember that you 

are adhering the tesserae upside 

down. So the flat/top of the tessera 

goes face down onto the paper.   

 Apply the minimum amount of glue to 

hold your tesserae to the paper. 

Different sized tesserae need different 

amounts of glue to hold them in place. 

The more glue you use the harder it 

becomes to remove the paper and 

soak off the glue when you are 

finished.  It is normal to see a little bit 

of buckling or swelling in the paper. 

This flattens out as the paper dries.  

 Complete your mosaic and let it dry. 

 Use a craft knife to cleanly cut the 

mosaic and working paper off the 

working board. 

3.  Set the Mosaic on the Substrate 

 Mix and slake your cement-based 

adhesive. Adhesives such as Mapei 

Keraflex or Kerabond and Isolastic will 

stay fresh long enough for you to back 

grout your mosaic. 

 Mix and slake your grout. Pre-grout the 

mosaic from the back. Use an old paint 

brush or palette knife to push the grout 

into all the gaps. 

 Clean the excess grout off the back of 

the mosaic. Be careful not to wipe out 

too much grout or overly wet the mosaic. 

 Trowel your adhesive onto your 

substrate ensuring an even coating. 

Especially check that there is an 

adequate amount of adhesive on the 

edges. 

Mosaic tiles upside down adhered to the paper 

Cutting completed mosaic off the working board 

Backgrouting 

Excess grout cleaned off back 
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 Invert your substrate onto the rear of your 

mosaic and use the working board to flip 

the mosaic and substrate over. This may 

require a second pair of hands. 

 Tap or bang the mosaic into the correct 

position on the substrate. Use a float to 

gently set the mosaic into the adhesive 

evenly from the centre outwards. 

 Either let the adhesive cure for at least 24 

hours and then remove the paper. Nothing 

can be adjusted but you may lose fewer 

pieces. Alternatively, you can remove it 

straight away to enable adjustments 

although this can be trickier.  

 Using a wet sponge, soak the paper with 

water and wait till the water soaks through 

the paper and begins to dissolve the 

adhesive. The paper will slightly change 

colour when fully wet. Don’t rush this 

process.  

 Gently peel the paper back on itself and off 

the top of the mosaic.  Allow to cure 

completely - at least 24 hours 

 Grout again if needed and clean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adhesive trowelled onto substrate 

Set the mosaic using a float 

Soaked paper 

Peeling off the paper 

Completed and cleaned mosaic 
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Pasta Amido is the flour and water glue traditionally used to adhere tesserae to paper in 

the indirect method. Thanks to  Marian Shapiro for recipe and method. 

You will need 

 Two or three tablespoons of plain white flour 

 Clean cold water 

 Pinch of salt (optional).  Some people think it preserves the life of the paste 

 A heat source such as a gas or electric ring 

 Wooden spoon 

 Old saucepan 

 Plastic pot with lid to keep it in 

 Plastic palette and glue spreader or paintbrush for using the paste 

 

To make 

 Put the flour into the saucepan (add salt if you like) and add cold water, while stir-

ring continuously.  You should end up with a thin liquid, about the consistency of 

light milk.  Don’t worry if there are a few lumps 

 Turn your heat source up to full, and put the saucepan onto it 

 Stir your paste and keep stirring until the mixture thickens. It should be about the 

consistency of wallpaper paste 

 Turn down your heat to about half way 

 Stir for a minute or two until the mixture goes a little shiny 

 Decant into the plastic container 

 Should keep in the fridge with the lid on for four or five days. 

 You can use this straight away, even while it’s warm. 

 

Caitlin Hughes 
www.caitlinhughesmosaics.com.au 

http://www.caitlinhughesmosaics.com.au


Some of you enjoy using metals in mosaic and most of us love that look of a rusty piece 

of metal. Used on a small scale in mosaic there are not usually problems, but there are 

a few issues with some metals that you want to be aware of on large pieces, 

commission work, or work that is for outdoors.   

 

The Three Main Enemies of Metal 

 Moisture  

 Combining metals. This can exacerbate rust or damage the metal itself 

 Calcium chloride. Often present in concrete additives and it’s everywhere if you live 

by the sea! 

 

Any or all of these things can rust metal, causing rust to leach into cement based 

adhesive.  At worst some metals can break down cementitious adhesives and grouts. 

 

There are also specific issues with some metals. 

 Aluminum. Damages concrete mixes especially when used alongside steel 

 Lead. This is attacked by concrete, especially in the presence of moisture.  Used in 

combination with reinforced steel both metals will crack 

 Nickel-plated steel. OK unless concrete mix contains calcium chloride 

 Copper. The good news is copper has no issues! 

 

This sounds like 

scaremongering, but these 

are broad theories which 

apply to the construction 

industry.   

 

How do I Know? 

For me it’s sometimes hard 

to know what type of metal 

I’m using, but this helps me .  

 

 If it rusts in any way = 

contains iron 

 If it is hard but lightweight 

= contains aluminum 

 If it is soft in any way = 

contains lead 

 If it is hard, heavy, and 

doesn’t rust = some sort of 

stainless steel 

 If it has a super shiny 

surface = has chromium 

(chrome) on the surface.   
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Heather Vollans is an 

Australian mosaic artist 

living in Ontario, 

Canada. Favourite 

mosaic materials? 

Stone.  Metal.  Chunky 

glass.  Sometimes used 

together, sometimes 

alone.  In her 

workshops in the studio 

and school community 

projects Heather 

encourages the use of 

salvaged materials and 

the value of using what 

we have around us.  

Where the Roses Once Grew 

Metals used: rusty drywall screws, screwed into plywood.  

(substrate painted to match surrounding tesserae before 

adding screws) Copper sheeting for ‘roses’, attached with 

construction glue on top of other tesserae after grouting. 



So, What’s the Problem with Cement-based Adhesive?  

 It’s alkaline and can react with 

metals to produce rust.  Yes I know 

most of us love rust!)  BUT this 

reaction can also compromise the 

adhesive.  When admixtures are 

used in any cement product they 

contain calcium chloride which can 

react also with metals. 

 

What are the Alternatives? 

 Silicone.  Ordinary silicone is acid 

cure and therefore corrosive to 

metal.  Look for neutral cure and 

water-resistant silicone.    Vinegar

-smelling silicones contain acetic 

acid which could cause corrosion.  

BUT acetic acid is also a solvent, 

so most of it evaporates on drying. 

 Ardex Construction Adhesive  

 Epoxies for metal 

 

My Rule of Thumb 

My rule of thumb for using metal in mosaic is 

 Avoid aluminium with cementitious adhesives and grouts 

 Use alternative adhesives whenever possible – or screw metals into wood or 

attach with wires, add metal on top of other tesserae after grouting 

 Never use metals in commission work or for outdoor work (why risk it?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heather Vollans 

www.dawningdecorstudio.com/ 
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My grateful thanks to 

Cecilia Basic, member 

of Society of American 

Mosaic Artists for scien-

tific knowledge. 

Eden’s Rose, triptych, 18” x 24”.   

Dalle de verre glass, slate, aquarium stone, drift-

wood, ceramic, glass and metal fencing hardware 

from Mexico.  Metal bits adhered with epoxy glue 

Tommy’s Game, 8” x 6”. 

Materials: slate, glass, ball bearings.  Ball bearings adhered 

with epoxy, but sitting adjacent to cement-based adhe-

sive! 

http://www.dawningdecorstudio.com/
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2018 sees the second year of  CAME; the Canadian Annual Mosaic Exhibition.  Founding 

member Val McGarry gives us a glimpse of this year’s show. 

On a cold and damp November evening in Montréal, Canada a group of mosaic artists 

made their way from a nearby restaurant to Galerie ERGA. Within fifteen minutes, as 

friends and family members filed into the gallery, it was anything but cold inside. The 

gallery was packed and so began the vernissage (private view) of the second CAME. The 

exhibition was hosted by Montréal mosaic artists, Karina Pajuelo and Ricardo Ruiz Ruz. 

Mosaic artists from across Canada were represented in this juried exhibition titled The 

North: Piece by Piece. 

The exhibition was juried by Sophie Drouin, Kitchener, Ontario; Suzanne Spahi, Montréal, 

Quebec and Italy; and Igor Marziali, Montréal, Quebec. From 80 entries they selected 28 

mosaics by the following artists: Maria Abagis, Marjolaine Alain, Margo Anton, Michelena 

Bamford, Sylvie Barriault, Danielle Benoit, A.M. Benz, Mathieau Bergeron, Monica 

Brinkman, Constance Brunet, Roxane Campeau, Dominque Côté, Marie-Josée Dussault, 

Suzanne Earls, Isabelle Gauthier, Anja Hertle, Sharon Loeppky, Ginette Lussier, Gloria 

Nicholson, Erin Pankratz, Dianne Sonnenberg, Julie Sperling, Madeleine Turgeon, Gisele 

Viau and Heather Vollans,  

The exhibition also included a mosaic on display by each of the jurors plus the 

organisers Valerie McGarry and Karina Pajuelo. 

Best in Show was awarded to Julie Sperling for The Three Horsemen. Best Wall Hanging 

was a tie this year between Heather Vollans for Solstice  and Margo Anton for Going With 

the Floe. Best 3D was awarded to Dianne Sonnenberg for Embrace.  

The Innovation Award went to Maria Abagis for On Your Path With Intention. For the 

Juror’s Choice awards; Sophie Drouin chose Pipe Dreams (Persistence) by Erin Pankratz, 

Suzanne Spahi chose Gloires Boréales  by Constance Brunet and Igor Marziali chose Où 

donc se cache le bon côté des choses by Mathieau Bergeron. 

Valerie McGarry is a 

mosaic artist living in 

Ontario, Canada. She 

is one of the founding 

members of CAME and 

exhibits both in 

Canada and 

internationally. 

Best in Show The Three 

Horsemen  

Julie Sperling, 

56  x 56 cm 

Slag, lightbulb innards, shale, 

mortar tesserae, cement, 

marble, knob and tube, 

earphones, red 

dog,architectural glass, 

ceramic, smalti, circuit board, 

coal, hard rubber, gears 
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After the awards were presented, 

Sophie Drouin announced that ten 

Canadian mosaic artists have been 

invited to exhibit in an all Canadian 

show in Paray-le-Monial, France in 

2020. It was a very exciting night for 

Canadian mosaic art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Valerie McGarry 
Www.valeriemcgarrymosaics.com 
 

 

For more information 

on the CAME 

exhibition see the 

website here 

Or the Facebook page 

here 

Best Wall Hanging 

 Going With the Floe  Margo Anton 

Smalti,sea spines, kyanite 

25 x 30 cm  

Best Wall Hanging 

Solstice Heather Vollans 

Reclaimed roofing slate 

38 x 20 cm  

Innovation Award 

On Your Path With Intention Maria Abagis 

Smalti 

46 x 46 cm  

Best 3D 

Embrace Dianne Sonnenberg 

Smalti, 24K gold smalti, granite, lapis, lepido-

lite, illuminated glass globe on hand-formed 

sculptural base 

20 x 20 x 20 cm 

http://Www.valeriemcgarrymosaics.com
https://www.mosaicartistsofcanada.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Canadian-Annual-Mosaic-Exhibition-443585622673071/
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This feature showcases 

recent, original mosaics 

by MAANZ members.   

 

 

 

Heather Stevenson, NSW 

Ghost Gums, 2018 

30 x 15 cm 

Mastic and stainless steel  

Janet Mack, NSW 

Magic Carpet, 2018 

Mexican smalti, glass, 

glass rods  

20 x 40 cm  

Sharon Pine, NZ 

Doggy Cool,, 2018 

Glass, millefiori, seed beads, vintage jewellery 

17 cm h  
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Kathryn Portelli, Vic 

Collaboration with Tony Barnes of Moonshine Pottery. 

Fertile Seeds 2018 .Mercy Hospital Heidelberg, VIC NICU rooftop garden. 
1 x 3.5 m  

Ceramic and glass 

Lisa Dobson  Vic 

House Number with Black 

Cockatoos, 2018 

20 x 102.5 cm  

Stained glass 
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In our series looking at the broad appeal of mosaics,, MAANZ member Pat Manger shares the 

story of her mosaic obsession. 

I first became interested in mosaics in 2006 

soon after emigrating to Australia. I had been 

running a restaurant for 25 years with little time 

for myself, and now that I was retired I wanted 

to take up a creative hobby. Our newly built 

home had a recess opposite the glass entrance 

hall. A painting would not be suitable because of 

the sun rays, so I decided I would make a 

mosaic. "What if we don't like it?" my husband 

said.  "We will." I replied not at all sure how I was 

going to tackle a mosaic for this large area. I had 

become inspired by the colours of the north and 

the stunning sunsets we have in WA which I 

wanted to include in my first mosaic. I had a few 

hours of tuition on cutting methods at The 

Workshed; a mosaic  group in Perth. Now with a 

little help I started the scene I had chosen of 

sailing boats in the sunset. The results were 

good and I still enjoy looking at my mosaic.  

And yes my husband was happy too. 

 

I was now hooked! Day and night I would think about 

what would be my next piece to work on. I was 

constantly on the internet in the library and sourcing 

materials and tools. Everywhere I went I would find 

substrates or tesserae for a future mosaic. Walking on 

the beach, the local tip, op shops, tempered glass 

from vandalised bus shelters, columns from disused 

building sites. I even salvaged a satellite dish which 

was being replaced by my next door neighbour. My 

ideas were endless. I found mosaics to be a wonderful 

medium. it is obsessive, demanding time and an 

enquiring mind. I like to stretch beyond my comfort 

zone and try new and different ideas. Sometimes they 

are slow and painstaking but it is very rewarding 

seeing the finished project. 

I have been very fortunate to have been able to 

attend several workshops working with some amazing 

international artists. From each workshop I have 

developed new skills. Two years ago I went to Ravenna in Italy which is the Mecca for all 

mosaic artists. I attended a five day course at Koko Mosaico learning ancient traditional 

techniques. We worked in marble and smalti which came in large slabs. I spent most of 

the first day learning how to use a hammer and hardie.  

 

Pat has been an active 

member of Maanz 

Since 2011 helping to 

spread mosaic art in 

WA. Her journey into 

mosaics started after 

looking for a piece of 

artwork for her home. 

She soon found that 

this medium satisfied 

her need to create. 
Fannie Bay, Darwin, 2006 

Ceramic tile, gold glass 

 145 x 75 cm  

Eastern Promise, 2011  

Smalti, 24k gold leaf smalti, 

millefiori on handmade substrate  
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On my return to Australia I purchased some larger pieces of 

smalti. Armed with my new tools I set about producing a large 

mosaic saving the chips of glass to fuse into cabochons. I now had 

a new skill to feed my addiction. 

I have sold some of my mosaics in exhibitions but mainly I enjoy 

making artwork for my home, relatives and friends. I teach in a 

craft group where we raise money for worthwhile charities. I like 

to see the pleasure it gives others and how this form of art can 

work as a healing process for the stresses of life. Yes I am 

responsible for passing on my obsession with mosaics!  

I am also kept busy 

helping Dorothy 

Burke, our WA 

representative for 

MAANZ organise 

workshops, our 

monthly group 

meetings, a yearly 

retreat in the country, 

and our forthcoming 

exhibition in 

Fremantle.  

 

One thing mosaics has taught me is that you are never too old to learn new skills and make 

friends with likeminded people.  

My favourite time of day is working in my studio overlooking the sea from one window and 

the garden through the doors. I have found a passion for the magical art form of mosaics in 

retirement. I am truly ‘bitten by the bug’. 

 

Pat Manger 

 

Another Fine Mess, 2014 

Vitreous tiles and mirror 

59 x 73 cm  

Change of Seasons 2016 

Smalti, 24 k gold leaf smalti, 

millefiori and glass pebbles 

on handmade substrates  

Each 56 x 17 cm   

Colours of the 

North   

Smalti fused 

Cabochons 

  Millefiori   

60 x 140 cm 
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Wanted! New eMag Editor  

I am intending to step down after the 2019 symposium and we are actively looking for a replace-

ment.  The job involves commissioning articles, editing and laying out four issues of the eMag 

each year plus design and layout of the symposium program in symposium years and producing 

the symposium special photographic issue immediately afterwards.   On average, the time com-

mitment is about seven days a quarter, with about an extra week in Symposium years. The work 

involves planning, liaising, commissioning articles, editing and layout. 

We need someone who is actively involved in MAANZ, has a good knowledge of the mosaic scene 

both nationally and internationally, is a good communicator and organiser and has both editing 

and layout skills.  Ideally, there will be a long changeover where the new person works with me 

before taking over at the end of 2019.  If you are interested in finding out more about what it in-

volves, contact me ASAP on newsletter@maanz.org. 

It’s a great opportunity to become more involved in MAANZ. And the mosaic scene in general. 

 

2019 

We are staying with four issues a year for 2019, plus our usual symposium special immediately 

afterwards.  

Advertising 
Advertising rates will also stay the same and there will be a discount for four adverts of the same 

size bought before the February 2019 deadline. 

Advertising Copy Dates for 2019 
February 1st 

May 15th 

August 1st 

November 1st 

eMag Distribution Dates for 2019 
February 15th 

May 31st 

August 15th 

November 15th 

Advertising rates for 2019 
1/8 PAGE –  $30 

1/4 PAGE –  $50 

1/2 PAGE – $85 

Full PAGE – $150 

10% discount for four ads of the same size bought by February 1st 2019. 

For more information  or to purchase, see the MAANZ website here  

  

Marian Shapiro 
eMag Editor 

 

mailto:newsletter@maanz.org
https://maanz.org/emag/
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ROYAL EASTER SHOW  2019 

This is one of the less time pressure competitions to enter because no photo or artist 

statement is required with entry.  There are six weeks after the closing date  to create or 

complete your work. 

For interstate artists I have found the Royal to be very well organised so postal entries 

and returns are efficient and in my experience art works are very well looked after. 

 

Online entries open 24th October 2018 

Onliine entries close  30th Jan  2019   

Delivery   29th- 30th March 2019 

Arts Preview night 10th April 2019 

Exhibition   12th -  23rd April 2019 

 

There are sections for wall hanging and free standing mosaics and a kids’ section.  It’s 

important to read through the class descriptions and regulations carefully to ensure 

that your fabulous creations meet the competition criteria before you enter as works 

which don’t meet the criteria may not be shown. 

For more information, online entry and to download the schedule click HERE.   

 

 

Mosaics in Moulamein 
Sandy Peeters, one of our members who moved from Melbourne to run a caravan parki 

in the rural community of Moulamein in NSW, found herself the only mosaic artist in the 

area.  She has set about creating a mosaic following in an area that has a great arts 

community. 

The caravan park is filled with her mosaic artworks and sculptures and is becoming 

known as a local art stop for mosaic classes, viewing and purchasing her works. 

Francessca O’Donnell 

https://www.rasnsw.com.au/sydney-royal-competitions/competitions/arts--craft/key-dates--schedule/
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As president of the local gallery 

and by involvement in 

community projects and 

workshops she has found 

support for the fun eclectic 

mural she has begun on one of 

the walls of the local caravan 

park that she owns with her 

husband.   

 

 

 

After her involvement in community 

projects around Australia and a call out on 

the MAANZ Facebook page she was 

delighted to receive pieces from across the 

country. 

 

The wall for the mural is roughly 5 by 1.50 

metres and her plan is to create the wall 

from panels with a garden theme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take part in the Project 
If you’d like to be part of this fun project you can find more info on Sandy’s  Facebook 

page HERE. 

 

 

Contribution from Karyn Peeters from 

Queensland  

Contribution from Laima 

Gascoigne from Victoria 

The panels installed on 

the wall so far 

The blank wall 

https://www.facebook.com/Sandy-Peeters-Art-Page-178641965539052/
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This month we have some pieces to share which reflect the diversity of influences here 

in NZ.  

I completed this mirror in May as 

a commission for a client who 

wanted a mirror with a wave 

design for her bathroom. To help 

highlight the various shades and 

types of glass, and emphasise the 

movement of the waves, I used 

three different shades of grout.  

The next  three pieces are by Sue 

Wallace of Okaihu, and  include 

the very traditional NZ Maori 

design called a koru. A koru 

represents a stylized fern leaf 

design. The morepork is the NZ owl.   

In her words, “The two koru were made in 

July 2018 and are a design made by 

myself using glass tiles, ceramic tiles/

beads, millefiori glass beads, mirror, paua 

and glass beads. The base I cut out of 

marine ply and triple sealed. The back and 

sides are painted black. The black koru 

was sold to someone who is building a 

wellness centre. I couldn't think of a 

better place for it to go.” 

 “ 

 

 

 

 

   

Janet Derbyshire 

Janet Derbyshire 

Wave Mirror, 2018,  

1m diameter 

Glass and mirror on ply 

Sue Wallace 

Over the Rainbow, 2018,  

60 cm diameter  

Sue Wallace 

After Midnight, 2018,  

20 cm diameter  

Sue Wallace 

Hooter the Morepork, 2018,   

Iridised glass tile, gold streak 

glass tiles, bronzed clock 

movement charms 

Approx 50 cm h 
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The next piece is by Paul Harper of Te Awamutu. He attended Caitlin Hughes ’ studio in 

the Blue Mountains this month, for Cetta Pilati's three day course using marble 

tesserae, so we look forward to hearing about that on his return. 

This piece is his first attempt at a portrait. 

“I took the idea of the idea of the cheeky 

face, the gap in the front teeth and the 

finger on the chin from a magazine I was 

thumbing through. It reminded me of my 

nine year old grandaughter.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jennie Cooper of Christchurch 

placed 3rd  in the Best Reflections 

of NZ category at the recent NZMA 

Exhibition in Orewa. Her piece 

features stylised tui flying over 

focal flowers made from iconic NZ 

Crown Lynn China in Virginia 

pattern. The rocks used for the 

tree trunk came from just down 

the hill from her parents’ place at 

Matakatia Beach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Harper 

Maddison 2018 

40 x 30 cm 

Orsoni smalti. 

Jennie Cooper 

A Taste of Home, 2018 

60 x 40 cm 

Smalti, glass, bone china, millefiori 
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Branch Exhibition 

It certainly was a busy time over the last few months in the lead up to the MAANZ Qld 

Branch 2018 mosaic exhibition. Congratulations to everyone who entered.  The mosaic 

artworks were all of a high standard and looked amazing at the Percolator Gallery. 

 

Thanks to all Queensland MAANZ members, who assisted behind the scenes to ensure 

a smooth operation plus thanks to Sitara Morganster; MAANZ webmaster, and David 

Lacey; MAANZ treasurer for all your patience and assistance. 

 

I am so grateful to the support group who volunteered at the gallery, sold raffle tickets, 

catered, processed paperwork, curated, listed, packed, unpacked, laminated, proof 

read, cleaned, edited, created mosaic lucky door prizes and worked very hard over 

many months.  Pamela Irving, Kylie Farrelly and Ian Skippen did an excellent job as 

exhibition judges and we thank them profusely for their time, expertise and support.  

 

The mosaic exhibition 

opening and awards party 

was a huge success with 

128 people attending the 

Friday evening event.  It 

was so exciting to see so 

many people at the 

gallery. A mosaic buzz was 

in the air! 

 

 

The catering by MAANZ Qld 

Member Helen Newlove was 

absolutely delicious and Anne 

Morgan’s cheese ball and 

Maureen Randolph’s dip were a 

huge hit.  Dave Robertson 

worked so hard running the bar 

and transporting all the mosaics. 

 

Over 80 people visited Percolator 

Gallery daily and many wonderful 

comments were received on the 

diversity of artworks exhibited.  

 

 

 

 

All entrants should be very proud.  The mosaic frypans were great fun and 

congratulations to the 13 entrants who sold their mosaic art. Queensland MAANZ has 

certainly spread the mosaic magic!   

Sandy Robertson 

Opening night 

Delicious food 
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Huge thanks to our prize sponsors and for their 

generosity and support: MAANZ, Laticrete 

Australia, Studio OzMosaics, The Creative Glass 

Guild of Queensland and Kathy Williams. 

 

The mosaic raffle was drawn at Percolator 

Gallery on Sunday 23rd Sept. 2018. Thanks to 

Janet McInnes, OzMosaics and Catherine Conaty 

for donating fabulous prizes for the raffle which 

raised $584.   We greatly appreciate everyone 

who supported the fundraising raffle by buying 

and selling raffle tickets.  

 

Congratulations to the major award winners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And Finally 

I wish all Queensland Branch Members a wonderful Christmas and holiday break. 

A meetup date will be advised in a future Qld Branch newsletter to plan Qld Branch 

events in 2019. Hope you are all planning to attend the MAANZ National Symposium in 

Canberra in 2019! 

Prize winners and 

photos of the 54 mo-

saic artworks show-

cased at Percolator 

Gallery, can be viewed 

on the MAANZ website 

link here  

First Prize 

Robyn Jay 

Pods 

Second Prize 

Rebecca Wilke 

Whence I Came 

3rd Prize 

Helen Newlove 

Southbank Lagoon at Night  

https://maanz.org/exhibitions/maanz-qld-branch-exhibition-2018/
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SA Exhibition 

Our state exhibition Precious Earth at the Pepper Street Art Centre attracted 21 artists 

who exhibited 43 works. Over three weeks a few hundred people saw the exhibition 

and it attracted many to mosaics.  We have booked Pepper Street again for October 

2020!. 

 

The opening was a 

huge success. Carol 

Choucair Queijan, 

mosaic artist from Los 

Angeles, USA and 

Gerry McMahon, local 

South Australian 

sculptor, judged the 

show.  

 

 

 

They complimented all participants on the high standard of mosaic art and awarded the 

following prizes: 

 

1st Prize  Marian Shapiro Fire Ground 

2nd Prize Julie Aldridge In My Other Life 

3rd Prize Margaret Shaw The Potter’s Fish 

Sculpture Prize Penelope Craig Elemental Moments 

Highly Commended Helen Blackmann Disintegration  

 Kate Jenkins and Kristin Wohlers  Fandango 

 Marian Shapiro  Memories of Byzantium 2 

 Kristin Wohlers Sick to the Stomach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kristin Wohlers 

Opening night 

Ist 

Fire Ground, Marian Shapiro 

2nd 

In my Other Life, Julie Aldridge 
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Kate Jenkins’ workshop Drawing 

for Mosaics was booked out and 

Penny Craig, one of the 

participants, said: “I participated 

in this workshop using 

traditional drawing techniques 

but then expanding on this to 

create repetition and pattern. 

The end result was wonderful 

possibilities for mosaic design 

and I would highly recommend 

this workshop for anyone 

wanting to expand their 

creativity. “ 

As part of the MAANZ exhibition 

in South Australia Beate 

Linckelmann and Carol Hill 

presented their artist talk on 

the Magic of Smalti and the 

process of creating a smalti 

mosaic to a very enthusiastic 

group of about 30 people and 

were certainly well received. 

Beate talked about the history 

and the process of making 

smalti and gave a brief 

demonstration at the end. 

 

Carol showed a step by step creation of her beautiful mosaic called Currents . The 

audience asked lots of questions which highlighted how many mosaic enthusiasts there 

are in South Australia. It was a great afternoon and the gallery was very happy with so 

many people turning up for one of their artist talks. 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the exhibition committee, the judges and 

certainly the Pepper Street team for their amazing collaboration, work and support. I 

am looking forward to working with everyone again for the exhibition in October 2020. 

Title ideas would be very welcome! 

 

For your Diary 

On Wednesday 13th March 2019 at 2pm we are visiting ArtLAb. The visit is free and will 

take two hours. We will see the five areas for restoration, with an emphasis on Mosaic 

restoration in the objects department.  

It is a complete walking tour - in case a person with special needs would like to come, 

let me know.  

Please book the tour as soon as possible with Kristin at wohlersKristin@gmail.com 

Places are limited and will go on a first come first served basis.  

 

 

Kristin Wohlers 

3rd 

The Potter’s Fish, Margaret Shaw 

Sculpture Prize 

Elemental Moments Penelope Craig 

Pictures of the 

exhibition should be up 

on the MAANZ website 

soon.  Www.maanz.org/

exhibitions 

mailto:wohlersKristin@gmail.com
https://maanz.org/exhibitions/maanz-qld-branch-exhibition-2018/
https://maanz.org/exhibitions/maanz-qld-branch-exhibition-2018/
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A Day in the Country - October Event 
For the second year we headed 

to Gidgegannup for our day in 

the country. We had a great 

social day catching up with 

friends, eating lovely food and 

decorating our reindeer. Many 

thanks to Janette Huston for 

again hosting the day on her 

beautiful property. 

 

 

 

 

Red Gum Retreat 5th – 8th November 
This was our fourth retreat and as always we had a full house for the three days. We 

opened the retreat with a workshop followed by wine tasting at The Wine Tree. After 

dinner we held our mini exhibition and artist talks.  

 

Day two was Melbourne 

Cup day  so of course we 

stopped working and 

watched the race with a 

glass of sparkling wine. 

Another workshop and a 

short presentation rounded 

off the day. 

 

 

 

 Day three and more workshopping and a 

movie. Some beautiful work was produced 

during the sand casting and mini rug 

workshops which were both very successful. 

All in all we managed  to fit in two workshops, 

an exhibition of works, a presentation, a 

movie, Melbourne Cup lunch, a wine tasting 

and a community mosaic project. Then of 

course there was the beautiful food, happy 

hours and much chat.  

 

It is always great that a number of our country members make the time to attend the 

retreat travelling up to 300km to come. Not a bad effort. 

Dorothy Burke 

Back row L -  R Sue, Helen, Dorothy, Kathy, Margie 

Front row L - R Janette, Cindi, Linda and Mary 

Eric Moore and Sharon Reeves  

at the sand casting workshop 

Waiting for the Melbourne Cup 
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WA Exhibition, Kidogo Gallery, 22nd – 28th November 

It was a risk for us to hold our first exhibition as we 

didn’t know how much support we would receive 

from WA members. We asked if it would be too much 

work? Would we get enough entries to make it a 

success? Would it be worth the effort? Well we will 

have to wait to see if it will be worth it. However, I can 

say that we have had terrific support both from the 

number of entries received; 50 from 24 artists, and 

from the offers of help. Thank you all very much. 

 

So, our inaugural exhibition is to be held at the 

beautiful Kidogo Gallery, Bathers Beach in Fremantle. 

This heritage building is on the waterfront and 

surrounded by cafes and other tourist attractions and is a wonderful setting for our 

works. The opening is on Thursday 22 November at 6.00pm. It is a very exciting time for 

MAANZ WA. 

 

End of Year Get Together  

What:  Lunch 

When:  Wednesday 5th December 11.30 am 

Where:  Edgecome Brothers, Winery/Café, 1733 Gnangara Road, Ellenbrook. 

Cost:  Own cost 

RSVP:  By 28th November to warep@maanz.org.. Guests welcome 

 

It has been a very successful year for us and we are looking forward to another great 

year in 2019 and hopefully, seeing lots of you at the Canberra Symposium. 

 

Happy Christmas to you all from WA. 

 

 

 

 

Advertisements 

mailto:%20warep@maanz.org.
http://www.smaltiaustralia.com/
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Our mailing address is: 
Mosaic Association of Australia and NZ 

747 Darling Street Rozelle 

Sydney, New South Wales 2039, Australia 

 

Contact Us 
President: 
president@maanz.org  
 
eMag Editor:  
newsletter@maanz.org  
 
Visit us on the web at www.maanz.org  
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Welcome to New Members 

© MAANZ and the original authors unless otherwise stated.  All artwork © to the artist.  Not to be reproduced in any form 

without permission. 

Executive Committee 

President :        Noula Diamantopoulos 

Vice President:           Luna Parrish 

Treasurer:                  David Lacey 

Secretary:       Sue Leitch 

 

Branch Reps 

New South Wales:  Francessca O’Donnell 

Victoria:                 Vacant 

Queensland:              Sandy Robertson 

South Australia:    Kristin Wohlers 

Western Australia:    Dorothy Burke 

Tasmania:                  Sue Leitch 

New Zealand:           Janet Derbyshire 

 

Committee Appointees 

Education/Community Officer: Caitlin Hughes 

EMag Editor:                     Marian Shapiro 

 

Ordinary Members 

Caitlin Hughes 

Beate Linckelmann  

  

 
SA 

Sarah Griffiths  

 

VIC  
Sherry Taylor 

Tanya Terry 

 

WA 

Brett Woods 

Carole Patch 

Jenny Taplin 

Jillian Roberts 

Linda Taylor 

Patricia Motzel 

Wanda Baginski 

NSW 

Anna Royal 

Iris Yourlo 

Jacqueline Hanns 

Karen Luscombe 

 

NZ 

Darla Templeman 

  

QLD  
Annette Robbins 

Christine Scherer 

Despina Learmouth 

Kym Dunne 

Michelle Porter 

MAANZ - Who we Are 

mailto:president@maanz.org
mailto:newsletter@maanz.org
http://www.maanz.org

